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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Board of Land and Natural Resources,
As a Hawaii resident, I strongly support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams
in East Maui. I stand with the taro farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and
concerned residents advocating for East Maui streams. This Board must establish
and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions from these streams are
completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris are removed, and the
dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to prevent flooding
of downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted in the
process to restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,
Barbara George
Haleiwa, HI
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions
from these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is
removed, and the dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to
prevent flooding of downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted
in the process to restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,
Colleen Soares  
47-678 Hui Alala St.
Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
csoares48@gmail.com
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Holdover of Revocable Permits S-7263, S-7264 and S-7265 to Alexander and Baldwin, Inc. and S7266 to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited, for Water Use on the Island of Maui.
Chair Case and Members of the Committee:

My name is Dale Sandlin, and I am Managing Director of the Hawaii Cattlemen’s Council. The Hawaii
Cattlemen’s Council, Inc (HCC) is the Statewide umbrella organization comprised of the four county level
Cattlemen’s Associations. Our 150+ member ranchers represent over 60,000 head of beef cows; more than 75%
of all the beef cows in the State and ranchers in Hawaii are the stewards of approximately 25% of the State’s
total land mass.
The Hawaii Cattlemen’s Council strongly supports the approval for holdover for these revocable permits as it
is critical to the future success of our industry on Maui and providing a necessary resource for improved pasture
for raising livestock.
As Alexander & Baldwin and HC&S have ceased their sugar operations, grazed pasture for livestock production
emerged as a viable option to keep the land in agriculture, provide jobs within the livestock sector and provide a
stable food source for our islands. HC&S conducted a trial of developing improved pasture for livestock
production and utilized a group of cattle from a local ranch to determine the land’s viability for this use. In
addition to planting grasses and legumes, they installed subsurface drip irrigation. This irrigation method
provides for the efficient delivery of water directly to plant root systems and ensures a consistent forage source
regardless of local rainfall. After better than expected gains during the trial, HC&S expanded the improved
pasture acreage and have begun livestock and pasture management operations.
The availability of irrigated pasture provides ranchers with the ability to provide the necessary forage for their
cattle without relying solely on the rainfall that falls only on their pastures. The ability for the existing
infrastructure to continue to provide the vital resource of water to the central plain is critical for the continued
success of these lands. If we expect to increase the stability of local food production, this is a major factor to
reaching that goal. With Governor Ige’s goal to increase agricultural production by 50%, local pasture raised
beef is possibly the single biggest commodity to help reach that goal.

A long-term water rights lease approved by BLNR is wholly dependent on ensuring that Maui’s Central Plain
continues to receive East Maui water. The brackish wells in the Central Plain cannot provide a sustainable
source for agricultural production and will not allow for the continued success of agriculture on Maui. A&B has
begun the EIS process with the required studies and assessments currently underway and expect a Draft EIS
early in 2018.
The water delivered from East Maui is providing public benefit, both for agricultural production and to
upcountry residents and other small farmers. The holdover for these revocable permits will also provide for the
continued maintenance of the overall system for water delivery. The continued maintenance of this system is
critical not only for A&B’s uses, but also for the critical delivery of water to more than 36,000 upcountry
residents and other small farmers in Kula. Without holdover, the ditches, roads, and other components of the
system will be overgrown and deteriorate causing an even greater financial burden to restore. Currently, A&B
has demonstrated the ability to maintain or improve these systems over time. In cases of the cessation of large
scale sugar production on other islands, the state has not been effective at transitioning the infrastructure
maintenance responsibilities. The re-establishment of these systems were no longer feasible after they left
private maintenance.
We respectfully ask that holdover be granted for these revocable permits. We ask that the board consider and
invest in the future of agriculture on Maui by approving the holdover. The potential benefit of these lands could
lead to Maui being the catalyst to improve the stability of local food production for our state and this cannot be
achieved without the continued delivery of water from East Maui to the central plain. We appreciate the
opportunity to testify on this important matter.

DAVID Y. IGE
Governor

SCOTT E. ENRIGHT
Chairperson, Board of Agriculture

DOUGLAS S. CHIN
Lt. Governor

PHYLLIS SHIMABUKURO-GEISER
Deputy to the Chairperson
State of Hawaii
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
1428 South King Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814-2512
Phone: (808) 973-9600 FAX: (808) 973-9613

TESTIMONY OF SCOTT E. ENRIGHT
CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF AGRCULTURE
BEFORE THE BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
November 9, 2018
9:15 A.M.
Kalanimoku Building
Land Board Conference Room 132
BOARD ITEM D-7
Holdover of Revocable Permits S-7263 (Tax Map Key: (2) 1-1-001:044), S-7264 (Tax
Map Keys: (2) 1-1-001:050, 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012 & 017) and S-7265 (Tax Map
Key: (2) 1-1-002: por. 002) to Alexander and Baldwin, Inc., and S-7266 (Tax Map Keys:
(2) 1-2-004:005 & 007) to East Maui Irrigation Company, Limited, for Water Use on the
Island of Maui.
Chairperson Case and Members of the Board:
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on agenda item D-7 that requests an
additional one-year holdover for four Revocable Permits issued to Alexander and
Baldwin, Inc and East Maui Irrigation Company. If the request is approved, it would be
the third and final holdover renewal action as provided for in Act 126, SLH 2016. The
Department of Agriculture supports the approval of this request that ensures the largest
contiguous area of prime agricultural lands, most of which were designated as Important
Agricultural Lands in 2009, to continue having access to vital irrigation water.

We understand that Alexander and Baldwin continues to move forward in
transitioning their 30,000 acres of prime agricultural land in Central Maui to agricultural
uses including irrigated pasture for beef cattle, diversified crops, bio-energy crops, and
a new County agricultural park. These agricultural uses, once established, will
substantially move the State’s goals to increase food and energy self-sufficiency.

Maintaining access to the reliable and cost-effective irrigation system is critical in this
regard.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on this important request.

Sincerely,

Scott E. Enright
Chairperson, Board of Agriculture
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions from
these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is removed, and the
dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to prevent flooding of
downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted in the process to
restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,
Constance Keoahunui Uale Warrington
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions
from these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is
removed, and the dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to
prevent flooding of downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted
in the process to restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,

Lisa Chang
Hauʻula
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions
from these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is
removed, and the dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to
prevent flooding of downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted
in the process to restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,
Michele Halligan
447 Park Blvd; Ukiah, CA 95482
(former resident of Haiku and still caring about East Maui streams!)

Administrative Testimony
Testimony of Kamanaʻopono Crabbe, Ph.D
Ka Pouhana, Chief Executive Officer
Board of Land & Natural Resources
Submittal Item D-7
HOLDOVER OF REVOCABLE PERMITS S-7263 (TAX MAP KEY (2) 1-1-001:044), S-7264
(TAX MAP KEYS (2) 1-1-001:050, 2-9-014:001, 005, 011, 012 & 017) AND S-7265 (TAX
MAP KEY (2) L-L-002:POR. 002) TO ALEXANDER AND BALDWIN, INC., AND S-7266
(TAX MAP KEYS (2) 1-2-004:005 & 007) TO EAST MAUI IRRIGATION COMPANY,
LIMITED, FOR WATER USE ON THE ISLAND OF MAUI
November 9, 2018

9:15 a.m.

Conference Room 132

The Administration of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) urges the Board of
Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) to DEFER any recommended “holdover” of the
subject revocable permits (RPs), insofar as the current submittal fails to meet the basic
requirements of the Public Trust Doctrine with respect to the applicants’ burden of proof
and the BLNR’s independent and affirmative duty to protect public trust purposes of state
water resources. Furthermore, while OHA appreciates the continuation of certain
conditions of approval placed on last year’s “holdover,” the BLNR’s public trust and
constitutional duties require far more, and OHA urges the BLNR to minimally adopt
additional conditions and compliance assurance mechanisms in any future issuance of the
requested holdover.
1. The Public Trust Doctrine requires concrete information on the actual water
needs of the applicants.
For the third year in a row, the RP permittees and holdover applicants have again
failed to meet their burden of proof in demonstrating their actual need to divert water
from public watershed lands in East Maui during the prospective holdover period,
despite repeated concerns raised by BLNR members and OHA beneficiaries alike, and
notwithstanding the clear and unambiguous requirements of the Public Trust Doctrine.
As the Hawaiÿi Supreme Court has made abundantly clear, a “fundamental
principle” of the public trust in Hawaiÿi’s water resources is the “affirmative duty”1 of state
and county agencies, including the BLNR, “to take the public trust into account in the
planning and allocation of water resources, and to protect public trust uses whenever
feasible.” 2 Such an accounting requires a careful, case-by-case balancing of competing
1

Kaua‘i Springs, Inc. v. Planning Commission of Kaua‘i, 133 Hawai‘i 141 (2014) (emphasis in original)
(citing In re Water Use Permit Applications (Waiāhole I), 94 Hawai‘i 97 (2000)).
2 Id. (emphases added) (internal quotations and brackets removed).

public and private water uses; in doing so, agencies “must apply a presumption in favor
of public use, access, enjoyment, and resource protection,” and are “duty-bound to place
the burden on the applicant [for a private water use] to justify the proposed water use in
light of the trust purposes. [Applicants] must demonstrate their actual needs, and . . . the
propriety of draining water from public streams to satisfy those needs.”3 As
acknowledged in the submittal, even Act 126 itself recognizes the public trust duties of the
BLNR, and authorizes “holdovers” of water rights only to the extent “consistent with the
public trust doctrine.”4
Despite these clear Public Trust Doctrine requirements, the applicants have again
failed, for the third year in a row, to carry their burden of “demonstrat[ing] their actual
needs,” much less provide any substantiated justification to rebut the presumption against
the authorized diversion of public trust stream water. No information whatsoever is
provided regarding how much water would actually need to be diverted for continued
water service to Upcountry Maui, “fire suppression,” or to maintain the “integrity” of
the EMI ditch system for as-yet undetermined future agricultural activities in Central
Maui.5 While the submittal does note that A&B and EMI have diverted, on average, 20-25
million gallons of water per day (mgd) over the past year, there is no description of how
this water was allocated, the specific uses it was put to, and whether such uses did in fact
consume 20-25 mgd. There is no other explanation or description of the applicants’
future near-term plans, much less any accounting for how much public trust water would
be necessary to satisfy such plans.
While OHA again appreciates the applicants’ claim that 20-25 mgd are diverted
from East Maui, such a claim does not relieve the applicants of their clear burden of proof
to demonstrate the quantities of water they actually need. Without any demonstration or
accounting of A&B’s and EMI’s “actual needs” for the stream water to be diverted under
the requested holdover, there is no way for the BLNR to even begin fulfilling its
responsibility to “take the public trust into account” when authorizing the allocation of
East Maui’s critical public trust water resources. Pursuant to clear and unambiguous
supreme court precedent, the requested holdover should therefore be deferred until
such information is provided by the applicants.
2. The Public Trust Doctrine requires the consideration of alternative water
sources available to the applicants, and an explanation of why the over 100 mgd of
water that can be provided by these sources cannot meet their alleged water needs.
On a similar note, the submittal conspicuously fails to consider the alternative
water sources available to the applicants, including the 53 mgd that A&B can already
3

Id. (emphasis added) (internal citations removed).
HAW. REV. STAT. § 171-58.
5 Recent figures suggest that A&B delivers approximately 8.5 mgd for domestic and farming uses in
Upcountry Maui—far less than the daily average of 20-25 mgd it says it used in 2018, and far less than the
approximate 53 mgd it should already be able to divert from its own fee simple lands.
4

divert from the East Maui lands it owns in fee, or the 69-72 mgd it can pump from its
private Central Maui wells.6 The issuance of any holdover should include, at minimum,
an identification of such alternative sources and an explanation as to why these sources
cannot be used to satisfy whatever actual water needs A&B and EMI may have. Unless
the applicants can demonstrate why their own immediately available water sources are
not sufficient to meet their actual needs, the public trust presumption in favor of
maintained stream flow clearly counsel against authorizing the diversion of any stream
water from the public lands covered by the subject RPs.
Accordingly, the BLNR should not grant any RP holdover until the applicants have
adequately described their own alternative water sources, and why these sources are not
sufficient to meet their actual water needs.
3. The Public Trust Doctrine requires a proper consideration of the public trust
purposes and reasonable beneficial uses potentially impacted by the authorized diversion
of East Maui streams.
The submittal additionally fails to properly evaluate and protect the public trust
purposes and reasonable-beneficial uses of East Maui stream water that may be directly
impacted by the requested holdover. For example, the public trust purposes of these
streams include the maintenance of their waters in their natural state, which may be
critical to the health of riparian and coastal ecosystems and associated flora, fauna, and
traditional and customary and subsistence practices in and beyond East Maui. However,
no consideration, much less affirmative measures or conditions, has been suggested to
protect the public benefits of maintained stream flow.7 While the submittal does
reference the recently updated interim instream flow standards (IIFS) for approximately 27
streams covered by the subject RPs, the RPs themselves include nearly four times as many
streams as those protected by these updated IIFS. Notably, nothing precludes the BLNR
from strengthening its sister Commission on Water Resources Management’s (CWRM’s)
public trust protections for the streams subject to the updated IIFS, and nothing excuses
the BLNR from upholding its affirmative public trust duties to consider and protect the
public trust purpose of streams and water sources not evaluated by CWRM’s IIFS
determinations.
Accordingly, by failing to consider the public trust purposes of all East Maui
streams covered by the subject RPs, and by allowing the applicants to completely divert
streams not subject to CWRM’s updated IIFS for any “beneficial agricultural use or
municipal use,” the submittal’s holdover recommendations would result in an abdication

6

Contested case hearings officer Dr. Larry Miike has explicitly found that A&B may be able to sustainably
pump 83 mgd from its ground water wells.
7 For example, the submittal fails to consider or protect mauka-makai connectivity for the streams not
covered under the recently updated interim instream flow standards, nor does it evaluate or seek to mitigate
potential impacts of diversion infrastructure on native species’ instream migration in these streams.

of the BLNR’s public trust duties and responsibilities for over a hundred streams
throughout East Maui.8
In light of the above, the BLNR should again defer granting the requested
holdover, unless and until there is sufficient consideration and reasonable protection of
the public trust purposes of the 100-plus streams covered by the subject RPs.
4. Additional conditions may be necessary to uphold the public trust and other
constitutional obligations of the BLNR.
If a holdover of the subject RPs is granted at some future point, in addition to
conditions that may arise from the above considerations, OHA urges the BLNR to also
include further conditions relevant to its substantive public trust and constitutional
responsibilities. These include, but are not limited to:
-Provision of reasonable access for cultural practitioners to the areas covered by
the subject RPs, for the exercise of Native Hawaiian traditional and customary practices;
-Affirmative mitigation actions and compensatory investments for the impacts the
applicants’ diversions have had on natural and cultural resources over the RP period,
including riparian and coastal subsistence resources that are the subject of Native
Hawaiian traditional and customary practices;
-Other conditions necessary to mitigate any continued impacts to traditional and
customary practices and valued resources;9
-Monthly updates on the status of conditions requiring ongoing action, including
conditions for the removal of diversion infrastructure, debris, and the remediation of
streams to allow for instream migration of native species;
-Quarterly updates on the progress of the environmental impact statement for a
long-term lease of the RP-covered areas, to include any preliminary findings that may
inform the potential impacts of ongoing stream diversions under the subject RPs, and
actions taken to minimize these impacts pending the issuance of any long-term lease;
and
-Quarterly reports on the financial gains and avoided costs10 realized by the
applicants in their use of public trust water resources.

8

The Hawai‘i Supreme Court recognized over a decade ago that the BLNR had “breached its duty to
analyze traditional and customary native Hawaiian practices and appurtenant rights and the public trust
obligations emanating from the Hawai‘i Constitution,” in allowing A&B and EMI to divert water from the
same state lands at issue here. Maui Tomorrow v. Board of Land and Natural Resources, 131 P.3d 517
(2006). Given the instant submittal’s complete lack of analysis of traditional and customary practices and
any other stream-related public trust purposes, any approval of its holdover recommendation would again
clearly constitute a breach of the BLNR’s public trust obligations.
9 See Ka Pa‘akai o ka ‘Āina v. Land Use Comm’n, 94 Hawai‘i 31 (2000).
10 “Avoided costs” should include the applicants’ costs of developing alternative water sources that would
produce the same amount of water they divert from the state’s East Maui watershed lands, minus RP
holdover rent and costs of transmission.

5. Objective monitoring and compliance mechanisms are necessary to give
meaning to any holdover conditions.
While the submittal does provide some holdover conditions that ostensibly seek to
ensure that any diverted water is used responsibly and for “beneficial uses,” the lack of
mechanisms for monitoring and compliance verification risks rendering such conditions
practically meaningless. If a holdover is granted, OHA urges the BLNR to carefully ensure
that any conditions include objective monitoring, compliance, and enforcement
mechanisms as may be necessary.
For example, condition number 4 states that “there shall be no waste of water. All
diverted water shall be put to beneficial agricultural use or municipal use”; condition 5
similarly requires that “any amount of water diverted under the revocable permits shall be
for reasonable and beneficial use and always in compliance with the amended IIFS.”
However, there is no clear indication of how these conditions will actually be monitored
and enforced: there are no requirements for water meter or gauge installation and
publicly-accessible, live reporting of diversion and consumption amounts; there is no
condition for public or agency inspection of diversion infrastructure and consumptive
uses; and there is no clear and objective description of exactly what, where, and how
diverted water may be used. Such compliance mechanisms may be critical to ensuring
the fulfillment of these otherwise seemingly well-intended conditions. Similarly, while
condition number 7 requires that “Permittee shall provide a specific report on the progress
regarding the removal of diversions and fixing of the pipe issues before the end for the
holdover period,” there is no requirement for facilitated site inspections and assessments
by CWRM or other resource agency staff (including Division of Aquatic Resources staff)
for verification of the actual removal of diversions and adequate accommodation of
instream migration by native species. Notably, despite the clear enforcement challenges
identified by CWRM staff over a year ago in Nā Wai ÿEhā, the submittal also fails to
require the posting of a bond, liquidated damages clauses, or other financial assurances,
should the applicants fail to comply or make adequate progress in any of its conditions.11
Accordingly, should the requested holdover of the subject RPs be granted, OHA
strongly urges the BLNR to ensure that mechanisms for monitoring, compliance, and
enforcement are in place, so that conditions to uphold the BLNR’s public trust
responsibilities can be meaningfully upheld. These should minimally include, but not be
limited to:

11

See Minutes of the Commission on Water Resources Management, Meeting of December 19, 2017,
http://files.hawaii.gov/dlnr/cwrm/minute/2017/mn20171219.pdf (describing CWRM staff confusion regarding
the ability to impose fines for IIFS violations).

-The installation by applicants of water gauges that can provide publicly-assessible
real-time data for every stream to be diverted,12 including the amount of water captured
for each stream and in total;
-The provision of regularly-updated maps indicating the location of all existing
diversions and water gauges;
-Access requirements for traditional and customary practitioners and stream
hydrology experts to inspect installed water gauges, diversion infrastructure, stream flow
impacts, the removal of irrigation infrastructure-related debris, and other relevant
conditions requiring ongoing compliance;
-The installation of water meters to measure the amount of water consumed for
each specified permitted use in Central and Upcountry Maui, and a quantified quarterly
explanation of any discrepancies between the amounts of water diverted and consumed;
-Quarterly or semiannual agricultural production reports, including water
consumption reports and projections, for diversified agriculture operations in Central
Maui that are supplied with diverted water;
-Semiannual site inspections by Division of Aquatic Resources staff for verification
of diversion removal and adequate remediation for native species’ instream migration
needs;
-Performance bonds for the failure to execute required actions within a timely
manner; and
-Liquidated damages clauses with daily penalties for breaches of RP conditions.
6. Conclusion.
Accordingly, in summary, OHA urges the BLNR to DEFER granting the requested
holdover of the applicants’ East Maui RPs, pending the satisfaction of the following:
-The provision of sufficient and specific evidence demonstrating the applicants’
actual, current need for water, including how much water would need to be diverted for
the applicants’ specified off-stream uses;
-The provision of sufficient and specific evidence detailing the applicants’
alternative sources of water, including private wells and stream water located on
privately-owned watershed lands under their control, and why these alternative sources
cannot be used to satisfy their actual needs; and
-A detailed explanation and sufficient justification to rebut the presumption in
favor of public trust purposes and maintained stream flow, particularly for the dozens of
East Maui streams not covered under the recent updated IIFS decision by CWRM.
Unless and until the above considerations are met, the Public Trust Doctrine – as
defined and clarified by state law and Hawai‘i Supreme Court opinions – cannot be
12

Real-time measuring gauges have already been used in Nā Wai ÿEhā, and their installation may also
provide critical monitoring and compliance verification tools for any long-term water lease issued for the
East Maui lands currently covered under the subject RPs.

considered satisfied for the purposes of Act 126, nor for the BLNR’s own constitutional
mandates.
Furthermore, in addition to conditions that arise from the above considerations, any
future contemplated holdover should minimally include conditions to further uphold the
BLNR’s public trust and affirmative constitutional obligations, in addition to mechanisms
to ensure that any and all holdover conditions can be meaningfully monitored and
enforced.
Mahalo nui for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions
from these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is
removed, and the dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to
prevent flooding of downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted
in the process to restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,

Dr. Paul Carter, PhD
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Aloha Chair Case and members of the Land Board,
I support the full restoration of all taro-feeding streams in East Maui. I stand with the taro
farmers, cultural practitioners, scientists, and concerned residents advocating for East Maui
streams. This board should establish and enforce a timeline to ensure that the diversions from
these streams are completely and permanently closed, all trash and debris is removed, and the
dumping of water from one stream to another is strictly regulated to prevent flooding of
downstream farms. Downstream farmers should be regularly consulted in the process to
restore this stream ecosystem.
Mahalo,
Tony Fink

